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Abstract

Electrical osteogenesis at 1-50 µa may be explained in terms of a non-specific irritative response such as occurs following trauma, heat, or other diverse stimuli. But the osteogenic responses observed at substantially lower currents appear to arise from a different mechanism -- possibly such low currents more faithfully mimic naturally-occurring electrical signals. Electrically charged polymer films (electrets), one class of low-current sources, have previously been found to stimulate bone growth, and this study was conducted to further explore the phenomenon. We found that 50-µ thick teflon electrets with an initial surface charge of 12.3 mucoulomb/cm² stimulated bone growth in the rat femur 3-6 weeks after implantation. The electret-stimulated bone appeared to differ from its sham control only in amount, but not in organization or cellularity. We suggest that the piezoelectric polarization produced when the electret was flexed (by the animal’s movement) was the likely mechanism of the observed effect.

Introduction

Many reports describe osteogenic effects of electromagnetic energy at currents of about 1-50 µa; above this range, tissue necrosis is frequently observed. The 1-50 µa currents are at least several orders of magnitude above the range of naturally-occurring electrical signals -- from piezoelectricity for example -- and it has been proposed that their mechanism of action involves a non-specific irritative response similar to that found with other common stimuli (1)(Figure 1).

Figure 1: Many non-specific stimuli such as heat, chemicals, electromagnetic energy, and trauma are transduced into a common biological signal which is capable of initiating an osteogenic response.

There are also reports of growth stimulation at current levels that can, at least arguably, occur naturally. Biogalvanic current sources, for example, consist of two dissimilar wires joined together and insulated from the tissue except at their tips; they can produce about 1-10 mua (2, 3), and they have been reported to be effective in stimulating limb growth in frogs and rats (4, 5, 6). Another novel low-current source is the electret -- a material which exhibits an external electric field because of its specific thermal and electrical history. Electrets made from the polymer polytetrafluoroethylene (teflon) have been found to stimulate bone growth in rabbits (7), rats (8), and humans (9).

Electret-induced bone growth appears to involve a mechanism quite different from that associated with 1-50 µa currents. We have undertaken a co-operative study to further explore the nature of the influence of polymer electrets on growth. Reported here are the results of our pilot study on the consequences of implanting teflon electrets in rats.

Methods

Teflon electrets (4x5 cm, 50 µ thick) were supplied by H. Yamagami, Rion Company, Japan. They were prepared by subjecting the plastic to a high electric field at 160°C and then cooling to room temperature while continuously applying the field. Control implants were prepared by similarly heating the teflon in the absence of the field. The surface charge density, measured by the method of electrostatic induction (10)(Figure 2), was 12.3 ± 2.3 coulomb/cm².

Figure 2: With the upper electrode raised, the shorting switch is opened and the electrode is lowered onto the electret. The surface charge density, σ, is given by σ = CV/A where A is the electret surface area, and V is the potential across C.

The surface charge was stable indefinitely when the electret was stored between grounded metal plates or in a low-humidity environment.

Seven-millimeter strips of the teflon were implanted in young, adult, male, Sprague-Dawley rats as follows. The rats were anesthetized with...
3 1/2% chloral hydrate. For each animal, the skin on both hind limbs was opened along the lateral margin of the thigh. The fascia lata was cut longitudinally at mid-thigh and the flexor and extensor muscles were separated to expose the periosteum of the femur. Using curved-tipped forceps, muscle was gently removed from the femoral shaft in a one-centimeter wide cuff around the bone. One femur of each animal was wrapped with the electret so that the ends overlapped, and the opposite femur received the control teflon. With the implants in place, the muscles were returned to their original configuration. The fascia lata and overlying skin were sutured with 3-0 silk sutures. The electrets were implanted in the right femurs of half the animals and in the left femurs of the other half: The negative and positive faces contacted the bone in approximately equal number of animals.

The rats were x-rayed weekly; at 3-6 weeks, they were sacrificed, and the femurs were excised and processed for routine staining with hematoxylin and eosin.

Results

Bone growth was seen in the portion of the shaft that contacted the teflon, regardless of the treatment regimen. The new growth was irregularly distributed on the external margin, and was generally limited to 1/4-3/4 of the circumference -- in no case did it completely circumscribe the margin (Figure 3).

![Figure 3: Relation between electret and bone growth.](image)

No relation was found between bone surfaces on which growth occurred and the location of specific muscle groups. For the 3-week group, the new bone was predominantly cancellous and only sparse areas of new growth compact bone were seen. In 2 of the 3 animals, there was greater bone deposition on the electret femur -- judged by the thickness of the bone cortex -- but no differences were seen with regard to the organization, vascularity, or cellularity of the new growth, and there was no signs of active osteogenesis such as are present in a typical fracture callus.

In the 6-week group, the new subperiosteal bone was composed exclusively of compact bone (Figure 4).

![Figure 4: Bone growth 6 weeks after implantation of a teflon electret, 100x. OB, original bone; NCB, new compact bone.](image)

Discussion

Implanting 7-millimeter strips of untreated teflon around the femurs of mature rats caused some bone growth on the portion of the shaft adjacent to the teflon after 3-6 weeks (the amount of growth was significantly greater that which occurred in response to the surgery alone.) When the teflon was made in an electret, the amount of new bone growth usually exceeded that which occurred in response to the non-electret material in the contralateral femur. The electret-induced bone appeared to differ from its control in size, but not in organization or in other anatomical characteristics. Thus, a definite conclusion concerning the physiological effect of the electret must await more detailed studies involving area measurement of the new bone growth: such measurements could not be done in the present study because the level of the traverse sections were not identical in the experimental and control side. Also, since the bone growth was not labelled chemically or radiographically, it was not always possible to establish that areas of growth were...
associated with events that occurred subsequent to implantation.

Assuming that future studies substantiate the efficacy of teflon electrets in producing bone growth, it is likely that mechanisms that may be responsible. One possibility is that the bone cells detect and respond to weak currents produced by the electret as its charge decays. If the loss of surface charge is viewed as an actual current flow (7), then, over 3–6 weeks, it would correspond to a current of $2 \times 10^{-15}$ A. Inoue et al. manufactured electrets by subjecting teflon to the ion flux produced by corona discharge in air. They found that when the electrets were implanted in rats, the decay process was almost complete after about four days (8). If this were also true of the electrets studied here, it would correspond to a current of about $2.5 \times 10^{-15}$ A. But the electrets studied by Inoue et al. consisted of a surface layer of free charge. In contrast, allowing a polymer to cool in a strong electret field produces a true volume electret whose surface contains fixed charges resulting from the ordered distribution of dipoles throughout its volume (11). Previously, we found that teflon volume electrets (poled at 288°C) exhibited no measurable surface charge after only several hours exposure to saline at room temperature. Since the frozen-in dipole moment of teflon volume electrets has an indefinite lifetime in air, we interpret our inability to measure a surface charge following immersion in saline as due to the neutralization of the fixed surface charges by free charges from the solution. Thus, it is difficult to interpret a volume electret, such as was studied here, as a current source in analogy with the action of a surface-charged electret.

A piezoelectric theory (7, 12) is a more likely explanation of our results. Teflon electrets exhibit bending piezoelectricity, and it is possible that the current produced when the teflon was periodically flexed (by the animal’s motion) was osteogenic. Such piezoelectric currents would be produced almost continuously and would probably have a magnitude greater than that calculated on the basis of the electret hypothesis (7, 12). This idea is supported by the report that an osteogenic response occurs in the rat femur following the implantation of poly-$\gamma$-methyl-L-glutamate) polymer (8). Further, evidence has previously been presented that the natural piezoelectric polarization in bone -- or the neutralization kinetics that occur in response to it -- were controlling factors for bone remodeling (13), and this also seems to suggest that at least some cells are piezoelectrically sensitive. On the other hand, we implanted 1-millimeter diameter x-cut quartz (its piezoelectric constant is comparable to that of PMLG) plates in pouches in the muscles surrounding the femurs in rats, and observed no stimulation of the normally-present mesenchymal cells. This is probably some evidence against the piezoelectric hypothesis for the origin of the teflon-electret-induced bone growth because, as Urist has shown (14), the mesenchymal cells in muscle do have the capability of producing bone if appropriately stimulated.

In conclusion, our results indicated that teflon piezoelectric electrets induced bone growth in rats that differed only in amount from that induced by control teflon films. Further studies -- preferably on larger animals -- will be required to quantitatively establish these observations.
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